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SATELLITE & TERRAIN
SOUNDFIELD 
IMAGINARY LANDSCAPES
Object design and landscape are not frequently 
associated.
In most cases it looks like design deals with scale and 
motifs of the bourgeois room rather than immersing into 
the measureless widness of nature. 
Interior decoration usually concentrates on detail and 
around it displays its creative vision: like an ancestral 
repository of artisanal origin.

The love for Landscape indicates a different way: it is a 
metaphor for freedom and exploration, adventure and 
quest for the unknown. 

PROJECT PROCESSES

Historical, topographic and scientific research
Location photography
Satellite scanning
3d photo scanning
Photometry
Laser scanning
DMS (dense surface modeling)
Soundfield recordings
Audio analysis
Audio processing
3D modeling
3D terrain reconstruction
Rapid prototyping
5 Axis CNC machining
Sculpting
Sand casting
Surface finishing
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SATELLITE & TERRAIN
The observation of our planet and its landscapes has 
moved from early cartography and the paintings of 
romantic landscape to something projected into a future 
scenario. Satellite scanning and aerial photography offer 
a new view not only of our planet and its morphology but 
also of the intergalactic space and planets.
Turning this kaleidoscopic array of images into sculptural 
shapes, sometimes devoted to a function, is a way to 
be aware of the incredible beauty of earth and galactic 
space, and how humbly we should think of our role as 
form makers...

Aura satellite over Africa/NASA

Monolake crater/NASA

Oriental moon captured by LRO/NASA

3D modeling the moon surface

Terrain reconstruction of Malta island

Satellite view of urban area
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Shackleton Malet

Belisma Plateaux Depression cube

PROJECTS
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The Moon surface photographed by Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency

3D modelling of ground morphology

Moon cut-up at longitude 0-90°, rapid prototyped fragment 
during Shackleton manufacturing process

ShACkLETON
Shackleton takes its name from the crater that lies at the 
south pole of the moon…
The object represents the intersection of two basic 
geometrical shapes: the rugged outside is opposed to 
the polished finishing of the inside part. The external 
shape reproduces the morphology of the lunar surface 
rebuilt following in detail  Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency  analysis, thus the object becomes a sort 
of 3D atlas where you can trace every single sea or 
moon crater. The object is produced with the patented 
t-sculpt™ process that allows users to warm up or cool 
down the object in a range of 5-35°C.

The sculpture is cooled down so that the aluminium 
surface produces the surprising effect of being covered 
by little drops of water…

More info on: http://www.ho1.tv/project/shackleton/
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Shackleton
1020x1050x850h mm
Aluminium
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Craters on the moon the red circle indicates Shackleton. 
ESA/SMART-1/AMIE camera team; image mosaic: 
M. Ellouzi/B. Foing Botton left Shackleton profiles LROC/NASA
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BELISMA PLATEAUX
The Milan map is used to realize a complex decoration 
that is later engraved into casted aluminium to realize an 
heated bench for the city. 
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Belisma Plateaux
468x417x40h cm
Aluminium
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3D modelling of ground morphology

Detail of the inlets in the Malet object

Malta seen from the satellite

MALET
One of many etimological theories suggests that the 
name of Malta comes from the hebrew word Malet, that 
means shelter…
On 1606 on murder charge Caravaggio fled to Malta. 
There he painted The Behading of Saint John...this 
work, as a dedication‚ is developed from the 3D relief of 
the Malta island.
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Malet
1800x575x220h mm
Aluminium
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DEPRESSION CUBE

Terrain reconstruction intersecting and twisting scanned 
images of three meteor impact craters: the Berringer  
in the United States, the Bosumtwi in Ghana and the 
Sikhote Alin in Russia.

The Bosumtwi crater: Ghana Profile of the Bosumtwi crater
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Depression Cube
600x600x600h mm
Aluminium

From estimates of the terrestrial cratering rate, the frequency of K-T-
sized events on Earth is of the order of one every 50-100 million 
years. Smaller, but still significant impact events occur on shorter time 
scales and will affect the terrestrial climate and biosphere to varying 
degrees. Even the formation of impact craters as small as 20 km could 
produce light reductions and temperature disruptions similar to those 
of a nuclear winter. Such impacts occur on Earth with a frequency 
of two or three every million years. The most recent known structure 
in this size range is Zhamanshin in Kazaksthan, with a diameter of 
15 km and an age of 1 million years. Impacts of this scale are not 
likely to have a serious affect upon the biosphere and cause mass 
extinctions. The most fragile component of the present environment 
however, is modern human civilization, which is highly dependent 
on an organized and technologically complex infrastructure for its 
survival. While we seldom think of civilization in terms of millions of 
years, there is little doubt that if civilization lasts long enough, it will 
suffer severely or may even be destroyed by an impact event.

The Berringer crater: Arizona
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The Sikhote-Alin mountains hitted by one of the largest meteorite 
showers in recent history on February 12th, 1947
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Sikhote-Alin meteorite fragment/ image H.Raab Sikhote-Alin meteorite fragment/ image James St.John
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SOUNDFIELD
THE SHAPE OF SOUND

I call architecture frozen music. 
(J.W. Goethe)

A NEW NATURALISM
Finding a shape for the aethereal consistence of sound 
is not an easy task, it looks like having an image for the 
invisible. Truth is that modern acoustic has developed 
a number of devices to visualize soundwaves: coupling 
this gear with 3D modeling software we realized objects 
that quite literally visualize sound.
The strangest and most original part of this work 
has been starting to draw objects not on the empty 
white page or the blank computer screen, but from 
microphones and recorders, leaving the studio and goin 
outside, en-plein air, to record soundwaves.
Contemporary design, is quite often closed to a process 
related to abstract rationalism; using sound you deal 
always with a natural and ancestral event even if a vast 
array of technological devices like sound spectrum 
analyzers, oscilloscopes, 3D modelers is involved...
...design like a sort of new naturalism...
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Thunder

Oulelab

PROJECTS
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ThUNDER
Audio recordings and 3D manipulation of the sound of a 
thunder from the inside o a tunnel.
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Soundwave
900x279x190h cm
Aluminium
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OULELAB
SONGS OF THE HUMPBACK WHALES

3D development of the soundwaves representing the 
singing of the Humpback whales.
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Oulelab
628x195x170h cm
Aluminium
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IMAGINARY
LANDSCAPE
A factory is usually a well organized space, a plain and 
polished landscape where everything holds the place it 
deserves to better serve the production line.
But even in this ordered reign there is a spot where 
you find ruin, fragment and disorder: it is the place of 
residual material, production waste, debris...a surprising 
survey of unexpected and original forms unconsciously 
shaped by the work of man.
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Khronos

Atlas

Convex Mirror

PROJECTS
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khRONOS 
[Χρόνος]

Khronos uses two abandoned large industrial artifacts 
with the shape of rings each with a diameter of about 3 
meters, realized from a single aluminum cast. 

Laying one ring on top of the other, with the one above 
tilted‚ the area where the two pieces overlay turns, 
without further interventions, in a perfect spot to sit 
down. 

In the center of one or both the rings a young tree will 
be planted, chosen among species that in a century or 
more could reach a diameter of 3 mt., so that in a very 
long time the tree will encapsulate the aluminum ring. 

A small mechanical metal hammer, controlled by a timer, 
hittinggently the aluminum surface will sign the hours of 
the day.

Some honorable trees in Italy:

Oriental plane/Platano orientale (Platanus orientalis)
Location: Monte Carmelo/near Eremo di Sant'Elia in Curinga 
(municipality of Catanzaro).
This tree is called "Platano di Curinga". The Biggest Italian 
Plane.
girth: 18.00 mt.
planted in the year: 1000

Ulivo/olive tree (Olea europaea) 
Location:Villastrada in Villastrada (municipality of Castiglione 
del Lago).
girth: 12.70 mt. 
planted in the year: 500 b.c.

Sequoia gigante/giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum) 
Location:The garden of Mr. Re Estate in Roccavione (municipa-
lity of Cuneo).
Private garden.
girth: 16.10 mt.
planted in the year: 1905

Oriental plane/Platano orientale (Platanus orientalis) 
Location: along the Pazzon Platano in San Martino Platano 
(municipality of Caprino Veronese).
This tree is called "Platano dei 100 Bersaglieri". 
girth: 15.00 mt.
planted in the year: 1400

Sequoia gigante/giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum) 
Location: Park of Villa Piazzo in Pettinengo (municipality of 
Biella)
girth: 13.45 mt.
planted in the year: 1850

Ulivo/olive tree (Olea europaea) 
Location: close to Santu Baltolu in Luras (municipality of 
Sassari).
This tree is called "Olivastro di Luras". 
girth: 11.20 mt.
planted in the year 1000 b.c.

Castagno europeo/sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa) 
Location: Maglioggio in Crodo (municipality of Verbania).
girth: 9.50 mt. at breast height
planted in the year: 1600

Castagno europeo/sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa) 
Location: Linguaglossa road in Sant'Alfio, on the eastern slope 
of Mount Etna in Sicily.
This tree is called "Lu Castagnu di li Centu Cavaddi".
girth: 22 mt.
planted in the year: 1000 b.c. The enormous oriental plane in San Caprino Veronese
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Khronos 
429x294x75h cm
Aluminium
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Guercino: Atlas holding up the celestial globe, 1646

XVII century: Telamones in the church of San Martino, 
Alzano Lombardo.

ATLAS
Atlas is a piece endorsing the new patented t-sculpt 
technology that allows to heat or cool aluminum castings. 

4 Atlases (symbol of labour producing heat), like 
architectural talamones hold on their shoulders a 
platonic solid: a black seamless cube.
A dim light illuminating the bottom part of the sculpture 
contributes to levitate the whole image constructing an 
imaginary landscape sublimating the incredible effort.. 
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Atlas
650x650x700h mm
Aluminium
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Parmigianino: self portrait in a Convex Mirror, c.1524

CONVEX MIRROR 
D’APRES PARMIGIANINO

A mirror that uses the foundry residual material. 
Inspired by the famous Parmigianino portrait.
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Covex Mirror
259x250x50h mm
Aluminium
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ho1 is a multidisciplinary practice exploring 
visual art, product design, technological 
research, multimedia‚ taking advantage of a 
heterogeneous community (of artists, architects, 
designers, engineers, biologists...) and in house 
manufacturing labs for experimentation and 
production.
We design as well as produce by involving for 
each specific project a diverse team of people 
in order to compose advanced solutions in a 
continuous relationship between arts, industry 
and science.
Iconography, genetics, nature, real and virtual 
landscape, science fiction, imaginary maths‚ 
are inspirational themes every day we try to 
morph into objects, installations, architectures, 
environments‚ by means of advanced 
technologies and traditional crafts.
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Via Corti 2

34123 Trieste - Italy

Ph + 39 040 303924

info@ho1.tv
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